All relevant data are within the manuscript and its Supporting Information files. The manuscript contains Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Details of the simulations (input, scripts and topology files) are provided in [S1 File](#pcbi.1007818.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the Supporting Information. The trajectories have been deposited in a public repository with URL address <https://osf.io/mfk52/?view_only=04520633598249f8a4a6dab5dab53ab6>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are heptahelical transmembrane proteins \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref001], [@pcbi.1007818.ref002]\]. In the simplest scheme, they mediate many physiological and pathological processes by transduction of signals across cellular membranes and exist in a conformational equilibrium between active and inactive forms \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref003], [@pcbi.1007818.ref004]\]. In the absence of ligands, some GPCRs exhibit basal activity, thought to be caused by their surrounding environment, which provides enough energy for the receptor to obtain an active state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref005]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref008]\]. Only in the active state are GPCRs able to bind cytosolic proteins, such as G protein or β-arrestin, mediating different downstream signalling pathways from the same receptor \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref009], [@pcbi.1007818.ref010]\]. Moreover, GPCR signalling effects can be modified by the binding of endogenous or exogenous extracellular ligands \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref011], [@pcbi.1007818.ref012]\]. Ligand binding triggers conformational changes in the orthosteric site that are amplified into larger conformational rearrangements \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref006]\]. For these reasons, GPCRs are one of the major targets of current market drugs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref013]\]. Thus, it is essential to deeply understand ligand-dependent (de)activation of GPCRs in order to suitably understand human physiology and expectedly perform more efficient drug discovery.

Advancements in the crystallization process of GPCRs (and membrane proteins in general) have enabled several studies to gain important insight into features of their activation process \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref014], [@pcbi.1007818.ref015]\]. Most GPCR crystal structures belong to the class A (or rhodopsin-like) family, which represents the majority (approximately 85%) of the total superfamily \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref016], [@pcbi.1007818.ref017]\], and are important pharmaceutical drug targets \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref017]\]. As a result, class A family members are typically the most studied and possess a number of highly conserved sequence motifs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref018]\], which presumably play important functional roles in common signalling mechanisms shared by all family members \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref016], [@pcbi.1007818.ref019]\]. In particular, the crystallization of class A GPCR active structures has served as an important factor in their proposed activation mechanism, such as: rhodopsin \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref020]\], β2 adrenergic receptor (B2aR) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref021], [@pcbi.1007818.ref022]\], M2 muscarinic receptor (M2R) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref023]\], adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024], [@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\], and μ-opioid receptor (μOR) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref026]\]. From this structural data, the common and simplest activation mechanism for class A GPCRs involves the movement of transmembrane helix (TM) 3, TM5, TM6 and TM7 with respect to each other \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref005], [@pcbi.1007818.ref006], [@pcbi.1007818.ref016], [@pcbi.1007818.ref027], [@pcbi.1007818.ref028]\]. The importance of water for G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) has also been supported by recent crystallographic data \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029], [@pcbi.1007818.ref030]\] and from different studies showing how ordered waters interact with residues that are important in disease states, binding of drugs, receptor activation, and signalling \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref031]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref034]\]. However, as it has been pointed out \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref005], [@pcbi.1007818.ref035]\], the communication between the orthosteric ligand binding-site and the cytoplasmic region of the receptor responsible for transducer protein binding is loose because they are not rigidly coupled. This includes an additional difficulty to the molecular understanding of ligand-dependent GPCR (de)activation. Molecular dynamics (MD) is a suitable computational technique for studying GPCR flexibility in a membrane environment. MD simulations at atomic resolution can give information on specific molecular processes, including interactions of proteins with lipids, receptor-ligand binding, and receptor conformational change \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref036]\]. There have been numerous studies on how GPCRs activate and transmit their signals from the extracellular side through to G protein binding on the intracellular side \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref005], [@pcbi.1007818.ref006], [@pcbi.1007818.ref018], [@pcbi.1007818.ref037]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref039]\]. In particular, MD simulations have been successful in providing accurate molecular features of GPCR conformational space \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref036]\]. In general, the typical behaviour of class A GPCRs, when they are observed without bound G protein, is to fluctuate between inactive and intermediate(s) states without inducing the fully active conformation, even in the presence of an agonist \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref040]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref048]\]. Therefore, one of the current challenges with GPCRs is to understand the molecular basis for their agonist-mediated transition into the active state. In a recently published experimental study, two different phospholipids proved to act as negative and positive allosteric modulators of the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR): 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethyl (DOPE) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoglycerol (DOPG), respectively, while 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) acted as neutral \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049]\]. Consequently, we previously performed a computational study that supported these results by stabilizing the active conformation of apo β2AR in MD simulations for several microseconds using a DOPG membrane. This supports the notion that phospholipids may be involved in the activation process of class A GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050]\]. In particular, anionic DOPG ([Fig 1A](#pcbi.1007818.g001){ref-type="fig"}) appears to play a critical role in the stabilization of the active state of β2AR by making several electrostatic protein-lipid interactions \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049], [@pcbi.1007818.ref050]\]. Meanwhile, DOPC ([Fig 1B](#pcbi.1007818.g001){ref-type="fig"}) (a close relative of POPC and a net neutral lipid) allows slow destabilization of the β2AR active state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049], [@pcbi.1007818.ref050]\]. These effects have been shown to be mediated by H-bond formation (or lack thereof) between the protein and phospholipid headgroups \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref051]\]. Moreover, data gathered in a β2AR ligand binding study suggests that protein and membrane interplay improves interaction between protein and ligand and could be important for drug development \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049], [@pcbi.1007818.ref052]\]. Likewise, our recent computational study on homologous cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1) found compelling evidence for positive allosteric communication between bound CB1 agonists and DOPG membrane phospholipids, which appears to enhance the speed of receptor activation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\]. Still, an interesting question is how much different membranes might affect the activation process of other class A GPCRs and the functional effect of their agonists.

![Structural comparison of DOPG and DOPC lipid headgroups.\
DOPG (A) headgroup is composed of a neutral glycerol group (red box) bound to the phosphate group (yellow box). DOPC (B) headgroup is composed of a positively-charged choline group bound (blue box) to the phosphate group (yellow box). DOPC and DOPG contain identical 18:1 fatty-acid chains (R).](pcbi.1007818.g001){#pcbi.1007818.g001}

A2aR is a prototypical GPCR class A member, ubiquitously expressed in the body \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref054]\]. On the one hand, it binds endogenous adenosine, which regulates vasodilation, inflammation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref055]\] and affects the central nervous system (CNS), inhibiting dopaminergic activity \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref056]\]. On the other hand, the inhibition of A2aR by molecules like caffeine leads to an increase in dopaminergic activity, which makes antagonists of A2aR an important target for treating Parkinson's \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref057]\] and Alzheimer's diseases \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref058], [@pcbi.1007818.ref059]\]. Despite current knowledge, to date, only one selective A2aR agonist (Regadenoson) has gained FDA approval, as well as an antagonist (Istradefylline), which in combination with levodopa is used for the treatment of Parkinson's disease in Japan \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref058], [@pcbi.1007818.ref059]\]. A2aR is an ideal system to study GPCR activation processes because it has a high propensity for binding lipid allosteric modulators \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref060]\], is a well-known drug target for several agonists and antagonists, and has been the focus of recent NMR studies \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref042], [@pcbi.1007818.ref061]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref064]\]. These studies show that, upon the addition of a full agonist, A2aR activation follows outward movements of TM5 and TM6 (including rotation in the latter), an inward shift of the intracellular part of TM7, and a vertical translation of TM3 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref042], [@pcbi.1007818.ref061]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref064]\]. Also, A2aR has received a lot of attention regarding ligand binding, lipid allosteric modulation and its activation process in MD simulations \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref065]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\] partly because it is a receptor that has been crystallized in three distinct conformational states: inactive (in the presence of an antagonist or inverse agonist) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029], [@pcbi.1007818.ref063], [@pcbi.1007818.ref079]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref091]\], intermediate (in the presence of an agonist) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref092]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref095]\], and active (in the presence of an agonist plus modified or native stimulatory G proteins) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024], [@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\] ([S1 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s028){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

These crystal structures can constitute a reference point for comparison between active, intermediate, and inactive states of A2aR during MD simulations. Such published MD simulations usually share a common protocol. For example, intracellular co-crystallized molecules such as G~s~ protein and activating nanobody are first removed (e.g. \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref068], [@pcbi.1007818.ref071], [@pcbi.1007818.ref076]\]) and then performed within a homogeneous membrane consisting of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipids (e.g. \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref065]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref076], [@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\]). This is due to the relative abundance of this particular phospholipid in healthy mammalian membranes \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref096], [@pcbi.1007818.ref097]\]. In this context, previous MD simulation data has shown that the structural motions of A2aR may depend on its phospholipid environment \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref065]\] as well as on cholesterol, which has been shown to enhance A2aR activation and signalling \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref077], [@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\]. On the other hand, recent MD studies have obtained results on the important role of ligand binding in A2aR activation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref067], [@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref070]\]. In addition, A2aR has been described as a weakly coupled system, due to the fact that binding of an agonist does not guarantee that the active state is reached under experimental conditions \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref041]\] and ligand binding may not be an exclusive driving force for achieving full receptor activation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref067], [@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref070], [@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\]. Thus, to our knowledge, the full agonist-mediated transition of A2aR from the inactive form towards the active state has not yet been described with unbiased MD simulations and it remains unclear how agonists select or induce the active form of A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref041]\].

Thus, previously mentioned data indicates that ligand binding together with lipid membrane allosteric effects are important components of signal transduction that when systematically studied can lead to a deeper understanding of class A GPCR function, which could potentially lead to the development of more effective drugs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref070]\]. To this aim, we have chosen to study the agonist-mediated activation process of A2aR by performing quadruplicated unbiased microsecond-length MD simulations with bound agonists: adenosine or 5\'-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (NECA) in two different homogeneous lipid environments: DOPC or DOPG ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1007818.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These two phospholipids contain the same 18:1 fatty-acid chains so are ideally suited for determining the allosteric effect of different lipid head groups on the receptor. Our results suggest that anionic phospholipids with a neutral head group such as DOPG play an important positive allosteric role in the activation of A2aR, similarly to β2AR and CB1, and work in a synergistic fashion with bound agonist. These observations might open new lines of ligand-lipid cooperativity in GPCR behavioural modulation and signalling at a molecular level.

Results {#sec002}
=======

NECA is a highly potent synthetic agonist of A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref098]\], while adenosine is a weaker endogenous agonist. Instead of the 5'-hydroxymethylene group positioned at C4' of the ribose moiety in adenosine ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1007818.g002){ref-type="fig"}), NECA contains an N-ethylcarboxamido group ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Upon docking adenosine ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1007818.g002){ref-type="fig"}) or NECA ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) into the inactive human A2aR crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\], both ligands re-form their observed crystal interactions, which include an H-bond with E169^45.53^ and aromatic π−π stacking with F168^45.52^, both of which are located in the second extracellular loop (ECL2) (residues appended with Ballesteros X(Y).ZZ numbering \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref099]\] as superscript, which indicates relative position ZZ along TM helix X or loop between helices X and Y) ([Fig 2B and 2C](#pcbi.1007818.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, both adenosine and NECA make H-bonds with N253^6.55^, S277^7.42^ and H278^7.43^ located on TM6 and TM7, respectively. This process yields an inactive receptor structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\], crystallized at high resolution, with bound adenosine or NECA in a binding pose consistent with that previously crystallized in the thermostabilized A2aR intermediate state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\] ([Fig 2B and 2C](#pcbi.1007818.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Docking of adenosine in the inactive crystal structure of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR).\
A) Molecular structure of adenosine. Comparison of B) co-crystallized adenosine (lime) in agonist-bound A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green), and C) docked adenosine (magenta) in the inactive crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink). Selected residues participating in ligand binding are displayed. ECL2 and TM helices 1, 5--7 are labelled.](pcbi.1007818.g002){#pcbi.1007818.g002}

In order to prepare for studying the dynamics of the A2aR activation mechanism at a molecular level, we initially compared the following crystal structures: agonist-bound, G~s~ protein-bound active state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\], the inactive state bound to inverse agonist ZM241385 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\], and the intermediate state bound to adenosine or NECA \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\]. In brief, the most remarkable conformational differences between them are located in: i) TM3, TM5, TM6, and TM7 helices, and ii) hydrophobic receptor core ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1007818.g002){ref-type="fig"}) ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both the intermediate and active crystals share common structural differences with respect to the inactive crystal structure. Firstly, TM3 is rotated and moved upwards (from intracellular to extracellular) in the intermediate and active crystals. On this basis, a shift of residue L95^3.43^ correlates with TM3 upward axial movement ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref016]\]. In conjunction, W246^6.48^ located on TM6 also changes orientation. This residue is known as the "toggle switch" in class A GPCRs because it can differentially rotate between alternative receptor conformational states \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref018], [@pcbi.1007818.ref100], [@pcbi.1007818.ref101]\], including A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044]\], in particular. However, in the respective crystal structures of A2aR ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), dynamic rotation of W246^6.48^ (sidechain dihedral angle χ1: 285°) is not observed but instead shows a vertical displacement of 1.7 Å. Moreover, the distance between TM3 and TM7 is decreased, most noticeably between intracellular residues R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, which are 5.0 Å closer in the active state, while the distance between TM3 and TM5 is increased, exemplified by residues R102^3.50^ and Q207^5.68^, which are 2.7 Å further away in the intermediate state ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([S2 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s029){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The main difference between intermediate and active crystal structures can be observed in the intracellular distance between TM3 and TM6, and ionic-lock residues R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, in particular. Both crystals have TM6 oriented outwards compared with the inactive crystal structure. However, TM3-TM6 distance reaches 18.6 Å in the active, but only 9.9 Å in the intermediate crystal structure ([S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([S2 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s029){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In agreement with NMR studies \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref042], [@pcbi.1007818.ref061]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref064]\] and previous MD simulation data \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref065]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\], comparison of A2aR crystal structures points to TM3, TM5, TM6 and TM7 as key receptor-activating helices. Therefore, we base our quantitative MD analysis of A2aR activation/modulation on the following metrics: TM3-TM5, TM3-TM6, TM3-TM7 distances; W246^6.48^ χ1 dihedral angle change; TM3 and ECL2 vertical (Z-axial) movement; root mean square deviation (RMSD) of transmembrane domain (TMD), ECL2, TM6 and L95^3.43^. In addition, experimentally verified protein-agonist H-bonds involving residues N253^6.55^, E169^45.53^, H278^7.43^, S277^7.42^, as well as π-π stacking with F168^45.52^, are monitored. In addition, in order to characterize the role of internal water networks in receptor activation, water-mediated interactions in the receptor core between residues pairs are also quantified.

Apo A2aR embedded in DOPC membrane remains in inactive state {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------------------

Over four independent MD simulations of 2.0 μs each of apo A2aR embedded in a DOPC membrane, ECL2 displays noticeable variable behaviour. In replicas \#2 and \#3, a conformational change occurs (at 400 ns and 1000 ns, respectively) where ECL2 moves downwards by 2--4 Å to form a lid over the orthosteric pocket ([Fig 3A--3F](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Over the course of this process, ECL2 reaches a maximum of 8.6 Å and 10.9 Å RMSD, respectively ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in replica \#3, the loop moves back towards its original position, away from the orthosteric pocket. This shows alternative conformations of ECL2 are possible but not necessarily physically stable. Nevertheless, in replica \#2, the loop remains in a downwards position partially covering the top of the orthosteric pocket ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}), albeit with conformational fluctuations ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This conformational change of ECL2 is possible in the apo state due to the lack of bound agonist and because the receptor remains inactive, thus generally maintaining the TM3-TM7 starting distance of 16.1 Å ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This allows the latter section of ECL2 to adopt a lower position between the extracellular ends of TM3 and TM7. However, in the other two replicas, ECL2 broadly maintains its original crystal structure position (average RMSD across replicas \#1 and \#4 of 2.4 Å (0.7 SD) ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which demonstrates ECL2 variability as previously discussed in class A GPCRs, especially in the apo state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref102]\]. Despite the differences in observed ECL2 dynamics across replicas, little conformational change is observed in the receptor as a whole with an average RMSD of 2.2 Å (0.5 SD) ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or in key helices such as TM3 (average Z-axis displacement of 0.2 Å (0.6 SD), [Fig 3G](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and TM6 (average RMSD of 2.0 Å (0.7 SD), [S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, important residues such as L95^3.43^ on TM3 and W246^6.48^ on TM6 show no sustained conformational change across all four replicas ([S7 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, the average distance between TM3 and TM6 (measured between ionic lock residues R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^) is 7.8 Å (1.3 SD across all four replicas, which is similar to the inactive crystal structure distance of 8.2 Å ([Fig 3E](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the average distance between TM3 and TM5 is 14.9 Å (1.5 SD), which is indicative of a stabilized inactive receptor state across all four replicas ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, TM7 appears to be one of the more flexible regions of the apo receptor as the distance between TM3 and TM7 (measured between R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^) is seen to vary more than other measured distances ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}, average distance of 15.8 Å (1.5 SD). For example, in replica \#4, TM7 is seen to move outwards, increasing TM3-TM7 distance relative to the inactive crystal state, while in replica \#3, TM7 temporarily moves inwards towards TM3 before reverting to its original state. Despite some of these observed differences, TM7 regularly revisits its inactive crystal conformation across all four replicas, suggesting this state is at least meta-stable and in line with the receptor remaining inactive ([Fig 3D](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Stabilization of the inactive conformation of apo A2aR in DOPC membrane.\
A) Superposition of the inactive-state crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink) with docked adenosine and an MD-generated apo conformation achieved within a DOPC membrane (magenta, belonging to replica \#2 from 1.7 μs) showing B) and C) selected residues delineating the orthosteric pocket. ECL2 and TM helices are labelled where applicable. D) Fluctuation of the distance between TM3-TM7 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, respectively) during MD simulations, starting from the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY). E) Fluctuation of the distance between TM3-TM6 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, respectively). F) and G) Vertical movement of ECL2 and TM3, respectively. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate. Corresponding flat-lines are included to show the observed distance in the active (PDB entry: 6GDG) and inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY) A2aR crystal structures.](pcbi.1007818.g003){#pcbi.1007818.g003}

Adenosine-bound A2aR in DOPC membrane reaches intermediate conformation {#sec004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

During quadruplicate MD simulations of inactive A2aR with bound adenosine embedded in a DOPC membrane, the ligand displays variable behaviour ([Fig 4B](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In replicas \#3 and \#4, adenosine achieves a stable binding mode in the orthosteric pocket between helices TM3, TM6 and TM7 ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with its crystallized pose in the A2aR intermediate crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\]. As a result, ligand RMSD does not exceed 4.5 Å over the course of either replica, finishing at 1.7 Å in replica \#3 and 3.8 Å in replica \#4 ([Fig 4D](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, in replicas \#1 and \#2, adenosine changes its binding pose frequently without finding stability, in some cases moving up to a maximum of 8.9 Å. This is because adenosine is relatively small and is able to occupy an alternative space in the orthosteric pocket in between helices TM1, TM2 and TM7 ([S10 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, this alternative binding pose is not stable as reflected by the high conformational fluctuation observed in these respective replicas ([Fig 4E](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, in the replicas where adenosine achieves a stable binding pose (\#3 and \#4), residue E169^45.53^ located on ECL2 makes a protein-ligand H-bond with an average occupancy of 5.4% (6.3 SD), while F168^45.52^ makes a protein-ligand ring-stacking interaction with adenosine 12.3% (7.7 SD) of the time ([S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in replicas \#1 and \#2 where adenosine is less stable, the frequency of these interactions decreases to 2.9% (1.4 SD) and 8.4% (6.7 SD), respectively. Despite this difference across replicas, ECL2-ligand interactions assist in the maintenance of ECL2 near its original crystal conformation (average RMSD of 2.8 Å (0.8 SD), especially relative to apo A2aR in DOPC ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This may also play a role in encouraging TM3 to move upwards into a more active conformation (ECL2 and TM3 are connected by a disulphide bridge) in replicas \#3 and \#4, where TM3 moves upwards (according to Z-axis) by an average of 0.8 Å (0.2 SD ([S7 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Transition towards an intermediate conformation of adenosine-bound A2aR in DOPC membrane.\
A) Superposition of the intermediate state crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green) and an MD-generated conformation achieved within a DOPC membrane (blue, belonging to replica \#3 from 1.5 μs) bound to adenosine, showing B) and C) protein-agonist interactions in the orthosteric pocket with adenosine atoms displayed as spheres. ECL2 and TM helices are labelled where applicable. D) RMSD of bound adenosine (ADN) (calculated with respect to initial docking pose). E) Conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of adenosine. F) Distance between TM3-TM7 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, respectively) during MD simulations starting from the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY). G) Distance between TM3-TM6 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, respectively). MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate. Corresponding flat-lines show the observed distance in the active (PDB entry: 6GDG) and inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY) A2aR crystal structures.](pcbi.1007818.g004){#pcbi.1007818.g004}

Regarding key protein-agonist interactions, N253^6.55^ located on TM6 and S277^7.42^ and H278^7.43^ located on TM7 make H-bonds with adenosine with average occupancies of 92.1% (7.0 SD), 49.5% (25.2 SD) and 62.9% (16.1 SD) ([S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), respectively, in replicas \#3 and \#4 where the ligand is more stable (conversely only 37.1%, 11.4% and 17.3%, respectively, for replicas \#1 and \#2). These interactions can be correlated with conformational changes in helices TM6 and TM7. For example, the distance between TM3 and TM7 decreases as TM7 moves inwards in all four simulations before 0.5 μs ([Fig 4F](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Although this conformational change is maintained until the end in only two replicas (\#1 and \#3, [Fig 4F](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). On TM6, the rotameric state of W246^6.48^ changes from g+ to trans in three out of four replicas after 0.25 μs ([S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This precedes the gradual separation of the intracellular end of TM6 away from TM3 by a maximum of 5.1 Å, which starts at a distance of 8.2 Å and increases up to 13.4 Å within 0.7 μs across these same three replicas ([Fig 4G](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, as this conformational change of TM6 occurs mainly at its intracellular end, RMSD of TM6 shows only moderate change, reaching 4.0 Å in replica \#4 ([S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, conformational change is also observed in TM5 (3 out of 4 replicas) as it adopts a more outward orientation, up to 7.0 Å further away from TM3 ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), mirroring changes in TM6. However, these changes in TM5 appear to be relatively unstable and fluctuate over time ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with an average distance from TM3 of 17.0 Å (1.9 SD) across all four replicas.

Taking these observed conformational changes together, the receptor achieves a full complement of intermediate-like crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\] features in three out of four replicas (\#1, \#3 and \#4). This suggests partial receptor activation from the inactive state into a consistent intermediate conformation is readily achievable on microsecond timescales with bound agonist and membrane consisting of neutral phospholipids, although generation of a fully active receptor state is not. This is in general agreement with previous studies \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref067], [@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref070]\]. Collectively, observed intermediate receptor features include a partial upwards translation of TM3 (i.e. not at the active crystal level), outward movement of TM5 and TM6 (only partial in case of TM6), and inward movement of TM7, resulting in closer interaction with TM3 ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1007818.g004){ref-type="fig"}). However, these conformational changes are only maintained consistently over 2.0 μs in replica \#3, while in replicas \#1 and \#4 such intermediate-like features are more transient and coincide only briefly (specifically at 1.9 μs and 1.2 μs, respectively). This is likely due to the stable ligand binding-mode achieved in replica \#3, including high H-bond occupancy with S277^7.42^ compared to the other replicas ([S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The importance of this H-bond has been highlighted previously \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref103]\]. On the other hand, replica \#2 fails to obtain an intermediate-like conformation of TM7, although some minor conformational changes are noted in TM3, TM5 and TM6, similar to other replicas. This lack of effect is likely due to a particularly unstable ligand binding-mode where the more frequent protein-ligand interactions occur with residues located on ECL2 (F168^45.52^) and TM6 (N253^6.55^), rather than TM7, which results in low H-bond occupancy with S277^7.42^ in particular ([S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As an extra control, additional MD simulations were performed in duplicate in a POPC membrane with or without bound adenosine (summarized in [S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Like in DOPC, adenosine displays a similar level of positional instability when bound to the receptor in POPC ([S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, in both replicas the receptor is observed to reach an intermediate conformation similar to that observed in DOPC with bound adenosine ([S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This can be contrasted with the apo state in POPC where the receptor is observed to remain in an inactive conformation in both replicas and ECL2 is observed to move towards the empty orthosteric pocket by up to 2.0 Å ([S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in a similar manner to that observed with the apo state in DOPC. This suggests that DOPC and POPC membranes have similar effect (or lack of it) on A2aR with or without bound agonist, as might be expected.

Apo A2aR fluctuates between inactive and intermediate states in DOPG membrane {#sec005}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over quadruplicate MD simulations with apo A2aR in a DOPG membrane, ECL2 is broadly maintained in its initial crystal conformation (average final RMSD of 2.8 Å (0.9 SD), [Fig 5](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}) in similar fashion to the adenosine-bound receptor in DOPC ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is different to that of apo A2aR in DOPC where ECL2 is observed to change conformation by approaching the open orthosteric pocket ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007818.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the extracellular side of the receptor behaves differently in an anionic membrane environment, which is related to conformational changes in the TM domain that contribute to conformational restriction of ECL2. In particular, this involves inward movement of TM7 (see below) that narrows the orthosteric pocket, which has previously been described in agonist-bound A2aR crystal structures \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref027]\]. In more detail, within 500 ns, similar to the behaviour of A2aR with bound adenosine, there is an initial change of conformation in TM3, TM5, TM6, and TM7. In particular, in two of four replicas (\#1 and \#2), TM3 shows noticeable upward movement by an average of 2.1 Å (0.3 SD) ([Fig 5G](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}), which is most sustained in replica \#1. Likewise, in three of four replicas (\#1, \#2, \#4), TM5 ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and TM6 move outward, while TM7 shifts inwards ([Fig 5D and 5E](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}) as their respective distances from TM3 change (mean (SD): 11.2 Å (1.1) and 12.1 Å (0.9), respectively). These respective outward and inward helical movements are synchronized, occurring at 250 ns in replicas \#1 and \#4, and after 1.4 μs in replica \#2. However, it is noticeable that TM7 movement occurs shortly after those in TM6 take place first ([Fig 5D and 5E](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, without bound ligand acting on TM7, TM6 conformational changes need to be triggered first by protein-lipid intracellular interactions, such as those provided by anionic DOPG phospholipids. As has been previously shown with homologous β2-adrenergic and CB1 receptors, protein-DOPG H-bonds and electrostatic interactions are able to exert an outward pull on TM6 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\]. These initial intracellular conformational changes in TM6 leave a space next to TM3, which TM7 can occupy by spontaneously moving inwards, creating intracellular and extracellular conformational changes that affect other receptor regions such as the G protein binding-site or ECL2.

![Transition towards an alternative intermediate conformation of apo A2aR in a DOPG membrane.\
A) Comparison of the intermediate state crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green) with bound adenosine and an MD-generated apo conformation achieved within a DOPG membrane (orange, belonging to replica \#1 from 1.6 μs), showing B) and C) selected residues delineating the orthosteric pocket. ECL2 and TM helices are labelled where applicable. D) Distance between TM3-TM7 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, respectively) during MD simulations, starting from the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY). E) Distance between TM3-TM6 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, respectively). F) and G) Vertical movement of ECL2 and TM3, respectively. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate. Corresponding flat-lines show the observed distance in the active (PDB entry: 6GDG) and inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY) A2aR crystal structures.](pcbi.1007818.g005){#pcbi.1007818.g005}

In similar fashion to β2-adrenergic and CB1 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\], DOPG is able to make specific protein-lipid interactions with A2aR through its negatively charged phosphate or polar head groups with positively charged or polar residues on the intracellular side of the receptor ([Fig 6](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, time-averaged membrane thickness profiles across DOPG-containing MD simulations reveal that DOPG phospholipids cluster more strongly around A2aR than DOPC ([Fig 6A--6C](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, four high occupancy DOPG interaction sites at specific intracellular receptor regions can be identified ([Fig 6B and 6C](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). These correspond to areas between TM1 and H8, between TM3-TM4 and intracellular loop 2 (ICL2), and on the respective intracellular surfaces of TM5 and TM6 ([Fig 6D--6G](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In these sites, specific protein-lipid H-bonds and electrostatic interactions can be identified, including DOPG interaction with: i) a pair of tryptophan residues at the intracellular side of TM1 (W29^1.55^ and W32^1.58^), ii) neighbouring arginines on TM4 and ICL2 (R111^34.52^, R120^4.41^), iii) a pair of arginines on TM5 (R199^5.60^, R206^5.67^), iv) a lysine-histidine couple on TM6 (H230^6.32^, K233^6.35^). Each of these protein-lipid interactions is observed across all replicas in a DOPG membrane and marked by particularly stable lipid binding modes. For example, in several trajectories, a single DOPG molecule closely interacts with residue H230^6.32^ continuously for 2 μs or, in others, one lipid is exchanged for another after 500--1000 ns and the interaction is re-established ([S13 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Membrane thickness and allosteric protein-lipid interactions during MD simulations of A2aR.\
Average membrane thickness measurements across 2 μs MD simulations of A2aR in A) DOPC with bound adenosine (replica \#1), B) DOPG in apo (replica \#2), and C) DOPG with bound adenosine (replica \#1). D-G) Specific intracellular protein-lipid interactions of adenosine-bound A2aR in a DOPG membrane during 2.0 μs MD simulation (replica \#1). D) Allosteric interaction between polar residues on TM1 (W29^1.55^ and W32^1.58^) in A2aR (green) with a DOPG lipid (gold). Electrostatic and H-bond interactions between charged/polar residues on: E) TM4 and ICL2 (R111^34.52^, R120^4.41^), F) TM6 (Q226^6.28^, H230^6.32^, K233^6.35^) and G) TM5 (R199^5.60^, R206^5.67^) with DOPG lipids (gold).](pcbi.1007818.g006){#pcbi.1007818.g006}

By way of comparison, only two high occupancy protein-lipid interaction sites are observed in DOPC membranes: between TM1-TM2 and TM4 and, to a lesser extent, between TM3 and TM4 on the other side of the receptor ([Fig 6A](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). It is particularly noticeable that DOPC phospholipids are not seen to cluster around TM5 or TM6 like with DOPG ([Fig 6B and 6C](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the TM1-TM2-TM4 external cavity is recognized as containing the cholesterol consensus motif or CCM, which in active A2aR appears to favourably bind membrane cholesterol and could account for its experimentally observed enhancement of receptor signalling \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref077]\]. Interestingly, in our MD simulations, this cavity instead sequesters DOPC phospholipids, which might provide an opposite effect to cholesterol, potentially suggesting competition between these two molecules. In terms of comparison between DOPG and cholesterol, the binding of phospholipids to the intracellular surfaces of TM5 and TM6 may potentially share similarities with a reported second binding-site of cholesterol in a hydrophobic external crevice between TM5 and TM6 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref104]\]. As cholesterol is an uncharged molecule, its precise mode of interaction is likely different to the electrostatic nature of anionic DOPG, meaning these two molecular species might theoretically be able to co-bind the receptor in this area. However, the exact function of cholesterol binding in this location in terms of receptor activation is difficult to verify as it was observed within MD simulations of the antagonist-bound inactive receptor (which remains inactive) and because crystal structures of active A2aR lack co-crystallized cholesterol \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref104]\].

Of the three replicas in a DOPG membrane where TM6 conformational change is observed (\#1, \#2, \#4), concomitant rotameric changes in the sidechain of W246^6.48^ are seen as it moves from g+ to trans ([S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This feature is similar to that observed with bound adenosine in a DOPC membrane and suggests that W246^6.48^ acts as an activation switch (or at least facilitator to an intermediate receptor state) even if no agonist is bound. Also noteworthy, different degrees of TM6 conformational change appear to correlate with the duration W246^6.48^ maintains a continuous trans conformation. For example, in replicas \#2 and \#4, where W246^6.48^ adopts a trans conformation for \~250 ns and \~800 ns, respectively, the distance between ionic lock residues located on TM3 and TM6 (R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^) increases up to a maximum of 12.4 Å and 11.9 Å, respectively, as TM6 moves outwards ([Fig 5E](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}). This level of conformational change in TM6 is comparable to that which occurs in a DOPC membrane when adenosine is bound and suggests formation of a similar intermediate receptor state ([S14 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, in replica \#1, W246^6.48^ maintains a trans conformation for 1.5 μs after an initial rapid switch and TM6 is seen to undergo a more considerable conformational change, establishing a distance from TM3 of up to 15.8 Å ([Fig 5E](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Although only transient in nature, this degree of TM6 conformational change is close to that observed in the active G protein-bound A2aR crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\]. This suggests formation of an intermediate receptor conformation that is "enhanced" and different from the others ([Fig 5A](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, this is further supported by TM6 RMSD, which increases up to 6.0 Å ([S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) while RMSD of the TM domain temporarily reaches 2.2 Å compared to the active crystal state before regressing ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together these data suggest the receptor reaches a transient conformation close to the active state before returning to a less-active, more conventional intermediate state. On the other hand, replica \#3 shows that A2aR in a DOPG membrane can remain in an inactive-like state throughout. This demonstrates that the physical effect of a DOPG membrane on apo A2aR is variable over a two-microsecond time-period.

Finally, in addition to allosteric protein-lipid interactions formed at the receptor surface, the outward orientation of TM6 in a DOPG membrane can be further assisted by formation of a specific protein-lipid salt-bridge at the intracellular side of the receptor interior, which has previously been observed to occur in homologous β2-adrenergic and CB1 receptors \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053], [@pcbi.1007818.ref105]\]. This particular allosteric interaction is possible because of the internalization of a single DOPG lipid from the lower leaflet into the G protein binding-site between TM6 and TM7 ([Fig 7A](#pcbi.1007818.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, it is stabilized by an electrostatic interaction between DOPG phosphate group and R102^3.50^ sidechain on TM3 ([Fig 7A](#pcbi.1007818.g007){ref-type="fig"}), which normally forms part of the TM3-TM6 ionic-lock in the inactive receptor state. This protein-lipid interaction is found to occur on a consistent basis in all four replicas in DOPG and is stable in three, persisting for more than 1.5 μs in each case ([Fig 7C](#pcbi.1007818.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, it appears to be especially suited to DOPG lipids as it is not observed in any of the simulations performed in DOPC. This is likely due to the bulky hydrophobic head-group of phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipids, which are seemingly unable to penetrate the TM6-TM7 gap to the same extent as the smaller hydrophilic head-group of phosphatidylglycerol (PG) lipids \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref105]\]. However, despite the prominence and eye-catching nature of this allosteric interaction, it does not by itself guarantee receptor activation or transition to an intermediate receptor conformation as demonstrated by lack of receptor activation in replica \#3 ([Fig 5](#pcbi.1007818.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In this particular replica, allosteric interaction between a DOPG lipid and lysine-histidine couple on the exterior of TM6 (H230^6.32^, K233^6.35^) is less stable compared to other replicas. Therefore, lipid interaction with TM6 appears more important than penetration of a lipid into the G protein binding-site between TM6 and TM7.

![Protein-lipid allosteric interaction with the ionic-lock in MD simulations of A2aR in a DOPG membrane.\
A) Intracellular view of A2aR where ionic-lock residue R102^3.50^ electrostatically interacts with a DOPG lipid, which intrudes between TM6 and TM7 into the G protein binding-site in apo state (orange) (belonging to replica \#4 from 1.8 μs), and B) with bound adenosine (green) (belonging to replica \#2 from 1.6 μs). Protein-lipid interaction distance over time between R102^3.50^ sidechain and lipid phosphate group in four replicas of A2aR in DOPG membrane in C) apo state and D) adenosine-bound (ADN), respectively.](pcbi.1007818.g007){#pcbi.1007818.g007}

Adenosine-bound A2aR in DOPG membrane reaches active conformation {#sec006}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In MD simulations of adenosine-bound A2aR in DOPG, unlike in DOPC, the agonist displays higher positional stability across all four replicas and remains in a binding pose that is consistent with the adenosine-bound crystal \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\], as well as the NECA-bound active crystal state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\] ([Fig 8B](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}). This is confirmed by an average ligand RMSD of 1.4 Å (0.6 SD) ([Fig 8D](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}) and average ligand conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of 1.1 Å (0.6 SD) ([Fig 8E](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}) across all four replicas. As a result, bound adenosine sustains key protein-ligand interactions for longer compared to corresponding simulations in a DOPC membrane. For example, regarding ECL2, aromatic stacking between F168^45.52^ and the bicyclic ligand core is observed for 55.2% (11.9 SD) of the time on average, while H-bonding with E169^45.53^ shows an average occupancy of 29.2% (9.5 SD) ([S15 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These interactions appear to consistently shift ECL2 upwards by an average of 1.2 Å (0.4 SD) ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with an average loop RMSD of 3.1 Å (1.1 SD) across all replicas. This conformational change is not observed as consistently with bound adenosine in a DOPC membrane ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which suggests protein-DOPG allosteric interactions also have an effect in agonist-bound receptor states. Furthermore, in a DOPG membrane, the ribose hydroxyl groups of adenosine make stronger H-bonds with S277^7.52^ and H278^7.53^ on TM7 with average occupancies of 59.3% (13.8 SD) and 41.8% (19.4 SD), respectively ([S15 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At the same time, N253^6.55^ forms a stable protein-ligand H-bond with average occupancy of 95.0% (5.4 SD) across all replicas in DOPG ([S15 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In light of these effects on ligand stability and extracellular conformational changes, adenosine-bound A2aR displays the same four protein-DOPG allosteric interaction hot-spots as seen with the apo state in DOPG: TM1-H8, TM3-4-ICL2, TM5, and TM6 ([Fig 6B and 6C](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Closer inspection reveals the same specific intracellular protein-lipid interactions as observed in the apo state ([Fig 6D--6G](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}) but with increased stability of interaction between the lysine-histidine couple on the intracellular surface of TM6 (H230^6.32^, K233^6.35^) and a DOPG molecule ([S13 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is suggestive of an allosteric pathway acting through TM6 for two-way communication between bound agonist in the orthosteric pocket and bound intracellular lipids.

![Transition towards an active-like state of A2aR in MD simulations with bound adenosine in a DOPG membrane.\
A) Comparison of the MD-generated conformation of A2aR bound to adenosine (ADN) within a DOPG membrane (green, belonging to replica \#2 from 0.7 μs) with the active crystal structure of A2aR with bound NECA (brown, PDB entry: 6GDG), showing B) and C) protein-agonist interactions in the orthosteric pocket with adenosine and NECA atoms displayed as spheres. ECL2 and TM helices labelled where applicable. D) RMSD of bound adenosine (calculated with respect to initial docking pose). E) Conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of adenosine. F) Distance between TM3-TM7 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, respectively) during MD simulations starting from the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY). G) Distance between TM3-TM6 (from Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, respectively). MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate. Corresponding flat-lines show the observed distance in the active (PDB entry: 6GDG) and inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY) A2aR crystal structures.](pcbi.1007818.g008){#pcbi.1007818.g008}

As a consequence of protein-lipid electrostatic interactions at the intracellular side of the receptor ([Fig 6D--6G](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and stable adenosine binding, profound receptor conformational changes are observed in TM helices. Firstly, in replicas \#1 and \#3, TM3 moves upwards by a maximum of 1.9 and 1.6 Å, respectively, and by an average of 0.8 Å (0.4 SD) across all replicas ([S7 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This vertical shift matches that observed in the fully active crystal structure of A2aR and results in an average L95^3.43^ RMSD from the inactive state of 3.1 Å (0.8 SD) ([S7 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as TM3 undergoes axial rotation. Likewise, across all replicas, respective TM3-TM5 ([S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and TM3-TM7 ([Fig 8F](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}) distances rapidly reach and even surpass those seen in the fully active crystal structure (mean (SD) distances: 22.1 Å (2.6) and 12.5 Å (1.5), respectively). This suggests the receptor is activating across all replicas with inward movement of TM7, upwards movement of TM3 and outward movement of TM5 all occurring within 100 ns.

Meanwhile, the sidechain of W246^6.48^ rapidly moves from g+ to trans within 200 ns in three out of four replicas ([S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which assists more consistent conformational change in TM6 ([Fig 8G](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}). However, only in replicas \#2 and \#4, does TM6 continue to move outwards enough to establish a TM3-TM6 distance that matches the active crystal state (maximum values of 18.6 Å and 20.4 Å, respectively) within the final 400 ns of each replica ([Fig 8G](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}). This degree of conformational change corresponds to a maximum TM6 RMSD of 7.8 Å and 8.4 Å, and a minimum of 2.3 Å compared to TM6 in the active crystal ([S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This degree of movement can be directly correlated with particularly stable DOPG binding to the intracellular surface of TM6 via positively charged residues: H230^6.32^ and K233^6.35^ ([S13 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, following a similar trend to TM6, receptor RMSD exceeds 4.9 Å in replicas \#2 and \#4, and reaches a minimum of 2.2 and 2.3 Å compared to the active crystal ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), respectively. These conformational changes allow water molecules to penetrate the core of the receptor, forming a continuous channel from the bottom of the orthosteric pocket to the intracellular space, unlike in the apo state in DOPC where the core is mostly desolvated ([Fig 9A and 9B](#pcbi.1007818.g009){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the adenosine-bound state shows less water density in its orthosteric pocket compared to the apo state, which is fully hydrated. This is because the agonist displaces several water molecules as well as creating a narrower binding pocket, which tends to eliminate even more waters, as has been previously proposed in GPCR activation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref027]\]. Interestingly, the observed movement of W246^6.48^ disrupts its water-mediated interaction with D52^2.50^ seen in the apo state in DOPC ([Fig 9C and 9D](#pcbi.1007818.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, recent NMR studies have suggested that W246^6.48^ is involved in the same receptor micro-switch as D52^2.50^ \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref063]\]. This could mean that in order for TM6 to move outwards and for TM3 to move upwards, the water network that connects W246^6.48^ and D52^2.50^ needs to be broken. As such, when W246^6.48^ toggles into its trans position, it makes a new water-mediated H-bond with bound adenosine via a pair of water molecules ([Fig 9D](#pcbi.1007818.g009){ref-type="fig"}). This exact interaction is not observed in the adenosine-bound intermediate A2aR crystal structure even though the same pair of water molecules are co-crystallized ([S16 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nevertheless, our MD simulations suggest it may play a role in the transition to a fully active receptor state. In addition, a direct interaction is formed between D52^2.50^ and S91^3.39^ in the core of the receptor, which can be observed in the adenosine-bound crystal structure ([S16 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These residues are connected to N280^7.45^, N284^7.49^ and Y288^7.53^ on the NPxxY motif of TM7, as well as Y197^5.58^ on TM5, via numerous water-mediated interactions ([Fig 9D](#pcbi.1007818.g009){ref-type="fig"}). Perhaps most notably, waters also play a role in the reorientation of Y197^5.58^ and Y288^7.53^ side-chains towards each other, which form a stabilizing residue-residue interaction in G protein-bound active crystal structures \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024], [@pcbi.1007818.ref025], [@pcbi.1007818.ref106]\]. Interestingly, some of these waters have also been co-crystallized in the high-resolution inactive and medium-resolution adenosine-bound A2aR crystal structures \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029], [@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\] ([S16 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting their involvement in A2aR activation as observed in our MD simulations and in other GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref033]\].

![Comparison of water-mediated polar networks in the core of A2aR during MD simulations.\
Average water density of A) apo A2aR in DOPC membrane, and B) A2aR bound to adenosine within a DOPG membrane (green) over respective replica \#1 trajectories. Respective water molecule distribution snapshots at C) 1.5 μs and D) 1.3 μs. Water-mediated hydrogen bonds are represented as dotted lines.](pcbi.1007818.g009){#pcbi.1007818.g009}

It should be noted however that, although A2aR obtains a full set of active-like conformational features in replicas \#2 and \#4 ([Fig 8](#pcbi.1007818.g008){ref-type="fig"}), no one single receptor conformation is consistently stabilized. This is likely due to the absence of a bound G protein, which if present would presumably stabilize the precise receptor conformation observed in the G protein-bound A2aR crystal \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\]. Instead, in our system, the activated free receptor appears to explore a wider landscape of active-like metastable conformations, especially in replica \#4 where TM5 and TM6 obtain orientations more outward than the active crystal structure ([S17 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, recent NMR data has identified two different and distinct active conformational states of A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref061]\]. This appears to fit with our data as we are able to identify at least two distinct active-like receptor conformations, which have appreciable difference in TM5, TM6 and TM7 ([S18 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conformational fluctuation observed in active-like states of A2aR may also be a consequence of allosteric intrusion of a single DOPG lipid between TM6 and TM7 into the G protein binding-site of the receptor ([Fig 7](#pcbi.1007818.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This protein-lipid allosteric interaction was previously observed with the apo state in DOPG and reoccurs here in replicas \#1, \#3 and \#4, although not in replica \#2. Interestingly, this seems to exert a destabilizing effect on the active-like receptor conformation obtained in replica \#4, which sees TM6 moves further outwards in the process. On the contrary, in replica \#2, with no internalized lipid molecule, receptor conformational change appears more gradual and stable. Therefore, this particular protein-lipid interaction may lead to alternative active-like receptor conformations or may simply be detrimental to sustained receptor activation in general. On the contrary, in replica \#1 and 3, TM6 does not reach the fully active conformation and instead the receptor remains in an intermediate-like state, which is mostly consistent with the adenosine-bound A2aR crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\]. This demonstrates that even in conducive conditions, with bound adenosine and anionic phospholipid membrane, full receptor activation is not guaranteed within a time period of two microseconds.

NECA is a more potent agonist than adenosine {#sec007}
--------------------------------------------

In order to contrast the endogenous agonist (adenosine) with the effects of a potent synthetic agonist, quadruplicated MD simulations were performed from the inactive state with bound NECA in DOPC and DOPG membranes. These MD simulations reveal several similarities but key differences between the biological effect of the two agonists. Firstly, bound NECA is comparatively more stable in the orthosteric pocket in both membrane types than adenosine ([S19 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S20 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, NECA stability is enhanced by a DOPG membrane ([S20 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), like that observed with adenosine. In particular, in a DOPG membrane relative to DOPC, NECA makes a closer and more stable H-bond with residue S207^7.42^ on TM7 (mean (SD) H-bond occupancies of 67.8% (18.8) and 55.2% (16.3), respectively; [S21 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S22 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s023){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, when comparing both agonists in a DOPC membrane, NECA makes a stronger and more stable H-bond with S207^7.42^ than adenosine (mean (SD) occupancies of 55.2% (16.3) and 30.4% (23.6), respectively; [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S21 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This difference may explain the extra potency of NECA, which in DOPC results in the receptor reaching an intermediate conformation in 4/4 replicas, and in DOPG results in the receptor obtaining an active-like conformation in 3/4 replicas and at least partial activation in the fourth ([S20 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S21 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This shows, like with bound adenosine, that a DOPG membrane enhances the effectiveness of NECA through positive allosteric modulation of bound phospholipids on the intracellular side of the receptor, which interact in the same way as observed previously e.g. with residue R102^3.50^ ([S23 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s024){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The cumulative effects of bound phospholipids and agonist are observed to have profound consequences on the overall population of receptor conformations, which can be defined according to key inter-helical TM3-TM6 and TM3-TM7 distances ([Fig 10](#pcbi.1007818.g010){ref-type="fig"}, [S24 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S25 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s026){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, MD simulations with the more potent NECA agonist clearly reveal that agonist-mediated receptor activation results in approximately equal formation of two distinct active-like receptor conformations, as previously proposed by NMR experiments \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref041]\]. One of these conformations has a comparatively wider separation between TM3, TM6, and TM7 helices and resembles the G protein-bound active crystal structure, while the other has relatively closer TM helices but is still active-like ([Fig 10](#pcbi.1007818.g010){ref-type="fig"}).

![**The two-dimensional collective variable (CV) space of A2aR activation and receptor conformations during respective MD simulations: A) apo or with bound adenosine (ADN); B) with bound NECA**. CVs correspond to distances between ionic lock residues R3.50 and E6.30 (TM3-TM6), and residues R3.50 and Y7.53 (TM3-TM7). The reference distances from inactive, intermediate and active crystal structures are shown as blue, cyan, and green dots, respectively. Frequency of receptor conformation is represented by a "heat" scale (low: black, high: yellow).](pcbi.1007818.g010){#pcbi.1007818.g010}

Protein-protein docking reproduces the G protein-bound A2aR crystal interaction {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to validate that A2aR bound to adenosine or NECA in a DOPG membrane is indeed able to reach an active receptor conformation at a functional level, we docked the co-crystallized G~s~α protein\[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\] into MD-generated active-like conformations of A2aR obtained during each replica (as well as re-docking back into the active A2aR crystal structure as a control). In the two replicas with bound adenosine or three replicas with bound NECA where A2aR reaches the fully active conformation, G~s~α is able to dock into the intracellular G protein binding-site without any steric clashes with TM helices or ICL1 and 2 ([Fig 11](#pcbi.1007818.g011){ref-type="fig"}). Mainly, adequate docking is achieved due to proper separation of TM5/TM6 from TM3. The re-docking of the active crystal structure of A2aR with G~s~α generates an interface docking score of -7.9 (no units, I_sc range from 0.0 to -10.0; more negative is better with -5.0 representing a threshold for respectable interaction \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref107]\]) ([Fig 11A](#pcbi.1007818.g011){ref-type="fig"}, [S3 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while an MD-generated conformation with bound adenosine in DOPG from replica \#2 with G~s~α gives a score of -7.7 and an RMSD for G~s~α of 0.8 Å ([Fig 11B](#pcbi.1007818.g011){ref-type="fig"}, [S3 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, with bound NECA in DOPG, replica \#3 with G~s~α also gives a score of -7.7 and an RMSD for G~s~α of 1.1 Å ([S3 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This supports a proper mode of interaction between G~s~α and A2aR bound to adenosine or NECA in a DOPG membrane. On the contrary, MD-generated receptor conformations in an intermediate or inactive state (in DOPG without bound agonist or in DOPC with or without bound agonist) only obtain I_sc docking scores from -3.3 to -6.1 and G~s~α RMSD of 4.9--8.3 Å ([S3 Table](#pcbi.1007818.s030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The MD-generated receptor conformation of A2aR bound to adenosine in DOPG membrane is able to bind co-crystallized G~s~-alpha protein in the same way as the active-state crystal structure (PDB id: 6GDG).\
A) The crystal structure of the active state of A2aR (brown) bound to its co-crystallized G~s~-alpha protein (pink, PDB id: 6GDG) and its re-docked G~s~-alpha subunit superimposed (gold). B) MD-generated active-like conformation of A2aR bound to adenosine in a DOPG membrane (green, belonging to replica \#2 from 1.6 μs) docks G~s~-alpha protein (gold) in similar fashion to the active crystal (pink). C) Intermediate conformation of A2aR, bound to adenosine in DOPC membrane (blue, belonging to replica \#4 from 1.3 μs) fails to properly dock G~s~-alpha protein (gold) compared to its active crystal position (pink). D) Intermediate conformation of apo A2aR in DOPG membrane (red, belonging to replica \#1 from 1.6 μs) partially docks G~s~-alpha protein (gold) compared to its active crystal position (pink).](pcbi.1007818.g011){#pcbi.1007818.g011}

Discussion {#sec009}
==========

The relatively recent availability of high-resolution crystal and cryo-EM structures of GPCRs in different states has facilitated understanding of factors governing their process of activation. These structures have been informative in elucidating the molecular basis for A2aR activation and ligand binding in particular, and have also opened up avenues for studying the role of receptor dynamics and receptor conformation ensembles \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref042], [@pcbi.1007818.ref061]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref064]\]. Interestingly, A2aR has also been crystallized with different interacting lipids \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029], [@pcbi.1007818.ref080], [@pcbi.1007818.ref081], [@pcbi.1007818.ref088], [@pcbi.1007818.ref092], [@pcbi.1007818.ref094]\], which highlights the importance of phospholipids in the process of stabilizing different receptor conformations \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref077]\]. Here we have performed unbiased high-throughput MD simulations of A2aR, starting from the inactive crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\] with or without bound agonists: adenosine or NECA, in PC or PG homogeneous lipid environments to give a deeper understanding of the receptor activation process and cooperative forces between agonist and phospholipids.

From our results, when A2aR is embedded in different phospholipid membranes, anionic PG lipids preferentially cluster around four intracellular areas of the protein: TM1-H8, TM3-TM4-ICL2, TM5, and TM6. On the other hand, neutral PC lipids cluster around just two intracellular areas: a cavity formed by TM1-TM2-TM4 and to a lesser extent TM3-TM4. The primary interaction site for PC is consistent with a previously described intracellular interaction site for cholesterol, which is also a neutral and mostly hydrophobic molecule. Through its binding, cholesterol has been reported to stabilize the active receptor conformation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref069], [@pcbi.1007818.ref077]\]. This poses the possibility of PC lipids and cholesterol competing at the same location and exerting different influences over receptor activity. Likewise, cholesterol has been suggested to also bind between TM5 and TM6, which could conceivably potentiate allosteric effects of PG lipids in this area. Although an intriguing question, cholesterol binding is beyond the scope of this study, which as a relatively weak and slow process (compared to phospholipids) would necessitate much longer MD simulations and preclude execution of quadruplicates \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref108]\]. In terms of protein-phospholipid interactions on the extracellular side of the receptor, we also observe some binding of phospholipids in the hydrophobic interface between TM1 and TM7 as has been previously proposed in some GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref109]\]. However, in our MD simulations these are not as physically stable as interactions at the intracellular side (hence, relative lack of clustering intensity in [Fig 6](#pcbi.1007818.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and are seemingly not specific to either PC or PG lipids. One potential functional outcome of having several high occupancy intracellular allosteric sites for anionic PG lipids means that they may regulate multiple local conformational dynamics of the receptor. In particular, three of four PG-interaction hot spots correlate with positions of TM3, TM5 and TM6, which are key helices in the activation process of class A GPCRs, including A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref016], [@pcbi.1007818.ref027]\]. These specific protein-lipid interactions are mainly mediated by electrostatic contacts between positively charged sidechains and negatively charged lipid phosphate groups and tend to favour the outward movement of the cytoplasmic halves of TM5 and TM6, thus aiding intracellular conformational change. As such, there is a correlation between sustained binding of PG lipids to intracellular regions of TM6 and enhanced TM6 conformational change, resulting in more efficient G protein docking, rearrangement of the internal water-mediated polar network, tryptophan sidechain toggling, more stable protein-agonist H-bonding, and increased stabilization of ECL2. This creates a multidirectional allosteric network where different entities affect the action of others. ECL2 is thought to play an important role in receptor signalling, controlling access to the orthosteric pocket and recognition of agonists \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref110]\]. Indeed, disruption of the conserved disulphide bridge between ECL2 and TM3 largely diminishes receptor function \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref110], [@pcbi.1007818.ref111]\]. In DOPG, ECL2 tends to be stabilized in a higher position above the orthosteric pocket than in PC membranes ([S26 Fig](#pcbi.1007818.s027){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which appears to assist TM3 conformational change and vice versa, as well as enhancing the stability of bound agonist. This indirect relationship between membrane phospholipids and ECL2 may provide a structural explanation for how GPCRs exhibit different ligand efficacies in different cell lines \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref110], [@pcbi.1007818.ref112]\]. On the contrary, PC lipids, which have a more bulky and hydrophobic head group than DOPG, are less suited for forming electrostatic or H-bond protein-lipid interactions with the receptor \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050]\]. Thus, this absence of sustained protein-lipid interaction triggers fewer intracellular conformational changes in the receptor, preferentially favouring an inactive conformation, which, in turn, destabilizes agonist binding and promotes ECL2 flexibility.

As a result, the apo state of A2aR in PC membranes remains inactive, which prevents adequate G protein docking. This is expected and in agreement with previously published MD simulations \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref065], [@pcbi.1007818.ref072]\]. In contrast, two distinct intermediate receptor conformations can be identified in the apo state in a DOPG membrane, which depend partly on the stability of key allosteric protein-lipid interactions. One of these conformations is consistent with the intermediate state observed with bound agonist in PC membranes, as well as the agonist-bound A2aR crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\], whilst the other is "enhanced" with a more outwards TM6 conformation that is closer to an active-like state, albeit not physically stable. This is a striking result, because A2aR has been reported to signal across cellular membranes in the absence of agonists \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref042], [@pcbi.1007818.ref113]\], which our MD simulations suggest may be dependent on phospholipid content. Moreover, these two different intermediate receptor conformations are notable because NMR experiments have identified two distinct intermediates of A2aR, which were resolved in apo and agonist-stabilized states, respectively \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref041]\]. Taken together, this demonstrates that like other homologous GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref050], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\], A2aR can be positively modulated by PG lipids even without bound agonist. On the other hand, neutral PC lipids induce little or no conformational change over a microsecond time-window and instead depend on agonist binding for reaching an intermediate receptor state. Indeed, it may be the case that a millisecond time period is required, or concomitant G protein binding, for the receptor to reach a fully active state in this type of membrane. These findings also raise the classical debate on induction vs selection in receptor activation \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref114]\]. Our results are compatible with both views because if an agonist is able to induce similar receptor conformational changes as the receptor is able to achieve by itself (in an appropriate membrane environment) then it would also be able to stabilize (select) an active receptor conformation if the orthosteric pocket is not obstructed \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref114]--[@pcbi.1007818.ref116]\]. Interestingly, the possibility that A2aR activation includes both induced fit and conformational selection mechanisms has been proposed by others on the basis of NMR experiments \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref061]\].

In agreement with previously published data \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref070]\], adenosine displays high mobility in the pocket of A2aR when embedded in a neutral PC membrane, while NECA shows noticeably greater stability. This translates into more consistent receptor activation by NECA, which is a more potent agonist. However, when adenosine is reasonably stable, the receptor transitions towards an intermediate conformation with TM3 moving partially upwards due to steric influences on this helix, as well as protein-ligand interactions with ECL2, which connects with TM3 via a disulphide bridge \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref110], [@pcbi.1007818.ref111]\]. This is interesting because such TM3 transitions occur less consistently in the apo state in DOPG despite favourable intracellular protein-lipid allosteric interactions. This suggests that agonist binding drives conformational change that favours a particular pathway of receptor activation, which leads to a more consistent intermediate conformation. Conversely, the pattern of receptor activation mediated by DOPG lipids directs the apo receptor to more diverse conformational changes, which potentially involve various intermediate conformations or different activation pathways, as has been recently proposed by MD simulations in a cholesterol-rich membrane \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref078]\]. Indeed, here in the apo state, the predominant activation pathway proceeds through TM6 first, while with bound agonist, a faster pathway proceeds through TM3 and TM7, and later TM6. Likewise, the existence of different receptor intermediate conformations suggest natural variation in the A2aR activation process, which could perhaps offer opportunities in drug design if a pathway through one intermediate conformation was deemed therapeutically more advantageous than another \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref106]\].

Agonist-bound A2aR in DOPG is able to activate via a two-step activation mechanism, starting from inactive to intermediate and then to an active-like state. Receptor activation begins with conformational changes in the orthosteric pocket and the triggering of micro-switches in the receptor core followed by the inward shift of TM7, upwards axial tilt of TM3 and outward movement of TM5. This is combined with a partial outward displacement and rotation of TM6, which brings together the intracellular ends of TM5 and TM6, which gradually adjust their inter-helical contacts, consistent with the intermediate agonist-bound crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\]. As a result, this modifies water-mediated hydrogen-bond networks in the core of the receptor, ultimately leading to the formation of a continuous water column extending from the orthosteric pocket to the intracellular side of the receptor and connecting residues Y288^7.53^ and Y197^5.58^, which have previously been shown to be an activation-associated micro-switch \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093], [@pcbi.1007818.ref106]\]. Secondly, TM6 moves even further out, achieving the fully outward conformation of the G protein-bound active crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024], [@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\]. This extra conformational change in TM6 appears to be facilitated by the membrane and not agonist, at least according to our observations in a microsecond timescale. As a consequence, G~s~α protein can be docked into agonist-bound DOPG-modulated receptor conformations, obtaining similar fits to that observed in the G~s~ protein-bound crystal structure \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\]. In all aspects, these MD-generated active-like receptor states are remarkably consistent with the crystallized NECA-bound active state \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024], [@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\]. Furthermore, these results are reproducible across different MD simulations with different agonists, revealing consistent cooperativity between agonist and DOPG lipids in the A2aR activation process. It also supports the notion that anionic phospholipids are crucial for activation of class A GPCRs in general \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049], [@pcbi.1007818.ref050], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\]. Intriguingly, it is possible to differentiate between two distinct active-like receptor conformations, which are dependent on slightly different TM6 and TM7 orientations. These observations are supported by recent NMR studies where A2aR appeared able to have more than one active state, although their precise conformational details were not revealed \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref061]\]. Most notably across our MD simulations, protein-DOPG interactions assist receptor activation through enhanced stabilization of bound agonist in the orthosteric pocket. This effect is strongest for the endogenous agonist adenosine, which is able to form more stable protein-ligand H-bonds as a result but it is also apparent with NECA, thus providing an explanation of how ligand efficacy might be dependent on lipid environment \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref065], [@pcbi.1007818.ref077]\]. Achieving a stable binding pose of agonist appears a precondition for obtaining the fully active receptor state and is a likely consequence of more stable protein-ligand interactions with TM6, TM7, as well as ECL2. These observations are similar to experimental data reported in β2AR, where DOPG lipids improve the binding of agonists and activation of the receptor \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref049]\]. In this context, it is logical that DOPG lipids stabilize the binding of agonists in A2aR.

The cooperative effects between ligands and lipids are the underlying principle of the present study. The cooperativity described in this work corresponds to allosteric interactions in the broad sense, i.e. specific protein-lipid interactions affecting the binding stability of the agonist and binding of the agonist focusing the functional effect of protein-lipid interactions, inducing specific conformational changes in the receptor. Most notably, DOPG lipids accelerate the activation process of an agonist-bound receptor, which in a microsecond timeframe enables full receptor activation to occur more consistently but does not always guarantee it. Interestingly, when comparing A2aR activation with that of CB1 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\], it is striking that activation of the former only proceeds with PG lipids while activation of the latter proceeds in both PG and PC lipid environments, albeit faster and more reliably with PG. This may be because these two receptors show different levels of activity. In particular, CB1 is known to have high constitutive activity and may be easier to activate relative to other GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref008]\]. For example, as previously noted in the core of CB1, the semi-conserved residue L^6.44^ may confer higher TM6 flexibility, which may allow for easier receptor conformational change \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref053]\]. The equivalent residue in A2aR is F242^6.44^, which as a bulkier amino acid may enhance hydrophobic interactions in the receptor core that help to stabilize the inactive state. This could be one reason why activation of A2aR is observed more scarcely in the microsecond timescale relative to CB1 and why protein-lipid interactions appear to be so important for A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref077]\]. Presumably, if our MD simulations were extended into the millisecond time range, then we might observe full A2aR activation in PC membranes. However, this is currently an untestable hypothesis. Irrespective of this, we consider our findings to be sufficiently compelling and potentially enable a better understanding of receptor activation, agonist efficacy, and protein-lipid positive allosteric modulation in A2aR, especially as its observed dynamics broadly mirror those of other class A GPCRs, such as muscarinic M2, CB1 and opsin \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref043], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053], [@pcbi.1007818.ref117]\].

Methods {#sec010}
=======

A2aR modelling {#sec011}
--------------

The high-resolution crystal structure of the antagonist-bound inactive state of human adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) (PDB entry: 4EIY) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\] was selected and co-crystallized ligands, waters and ions were removed. By using CHIMERA software \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref118]\], crystallographic missing atoms were added (on residues Q148, E161, R220, R293) and non-native residues were removed or converted to native (at N-terminus: G-1 and A0 deleted, P1 substituted for M) in order to obtain a *wt* receptor sequence. In addition, the non-native fusion protein located between L208 (on TM5) and E219 (on TM6) was excised and the crystallographic missing intracellular loop 3 (ICL3) was modelled (residues 209 to 218) by basing it upon the equivalent region of thermostabilized A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 3PWH) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref079]\] using MODELLER v9.14 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref119]\].

In order to validate MD generated conformations, the intermediate adenosine-bound (PDB entry: 2YDO), intermediate NECA-bound (PDB entry: 2YDV) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\] and NECA-bound fully active (PDB entry: 6GDG) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\] A2aR crystal structures were utilized. Non-native residues were converted to wt in both structures and crystallographic missing ICL3 and extracellular loop 2 (ECL2) were completed in each respective structure using relevant A2aR crystal structures: PDB entries 3PWH \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref079]\] or 5G53 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref024]\] as templates with MODELLER software \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref119]\].

The structures of adenosine and NECA were retrieved from their respective crystal structures of thermostabilized adenosine/NECA-bound A2aR (PDB entry: 2YDO/2YDV) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\]. As these thermostabilized receptor states are in a similar conformation to our utilized inactive state (PDB entry: 4EIY) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\], docking of adenosine and NECA was performed by firstly superimposing receptor structures (PDB entries: 2YDO or 2YDV onto 4EIY) with CHIMERA \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref118]\] and then, secondly, by transferring the coordinates of the agonist from one to the other whilst avoiding steric conflicts where possible. Finally, in order to optimize protein-ligand contacts, the resulting complexes were energy-minimized in the AMBER-14SB force-field \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref120]\] with CHIMERA \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref118]\].

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations {#sec012}
-----------------------------------

Eight all-atom MD systems were constructed using CHARMM-GUI \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref121]\], consisting of A2aR in an inactive state (as described above) with or without bound adenosine or NECA embedded in DOPG, DOPC or POPC homogeneous lipid bilayers (80 Å x 80 Å), respectively. The position of the receptor in the membrane(s) is as reported by the OPM database for A2aR PDB entry: 4EIY \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\]. Each receptor-membrane system was solvated with TIP3P water molecules above and below the membrane, and an overall concentration of 0.3 M K^+^Cl^-^ with ratio of positive/negative ions adjusted accordingly (automatically during CHARMM-GUI system setup) in order to maintain net zero charge in each system. On the protein, eight residues were protonated according to previously published MD simulation protocols specific for A2aR \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref044], [@pcbi.1007818.ref072], [@pcbi.1007818.ref074], [@pcbi.1007818.ref078], [@pcbi.1007818.ref122]\], as well as being consistent with protocols used for other homologous class A GPCRs \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref047], [@pcbi.1007818.ref053], [@pcbi.1007818.ref095], [@pcbi.1007818.ref117], [@pcbi.1007818.ref123]\]: E13^1.39^, D52^2.50^ (both receptor core), D101^3.49^, E212^5.73^, E219^6.21^, E228^6.30^, H230^6.32^, E294^8.49^ (all intracellular) (with Ballesteros numbering \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref099]\] as superscript, which indicates relative residue position along each TM helix). Membrane, water and protein parameters were generated according to the CHARMM36 force-field \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref124]\] and adenosine parameters were generated according to CGenFF v1.0.0 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref125]\]. MD simulations were performed with ACEMD software \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref126]\] on specialized GPU-computer hardware. Briefly, each receptor-membrane system was equilibrated for 28 ns at 300 K (Langevin thermostat) and 1 atmosphere (Berendsen barostat) using a 4 fs time-step and electrostatics cut-off of 9.0 Å. During the initial 8 ns of equilibration, protein (and ligand) heavy atoms were harmonically restrained and progressively released over 2 ns steps. During the final 20 ns of equilibration, no restraints were applied. For each receptor-membrane system, a production run of 2 μs was performed without restraints under the same conditions, with second, third and fourth replicate simulations executed in each case to verify observations (in case of POPC systems, only a second replicate was executed). This constitutes a total production simulation time of 56 μs across the eight systems.

MD simulation analysis {#sec013}
----------------------

Structural comparison was carried out for receptor conformations sampled from MD simulations against A2aR crystal structures: fully active (PDB entry: 6GDG) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\], intermediate (PDB entries: 2YDO and 2YDV) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref093]\], or inactive state (PDB entry: 4EIY) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref029]\]. In each MD simulation trajectory, in order to assess membrane effects on receptor conformation, root mean square deviation (RMSD) of Cα atoms of TM domain (TM helices 1--7), as well as TM6 and ECL2 by themselves, were calculated with VMD software \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref127]\] v1.9.2. To further validate receptor state, multiple internal measurements were made including: χ1 dihedral angle of W246^6.48^, vertical movement of TM3 and ECL2 according to distance offset in the Z axis (perpendicular to the membrane) from centre of mass of each to centre of mass of TM domain, distance between Cα atoms of residue pairs: R102^3.50^ and E228^6.30^, R102^3.50^ and Q207^5.68^, and R102^3.50^ and Y288^7.53^, representing proximity between helices: TM3-TM6, TM3-TM5 and TM3-TM7, respectively. The following lipid measurements were calculated: i) protein-lipid distance between residues R102^3.50^ (sidechain terminal nitrogen atoms) or H230^6.32^ (sidechain centre-of-mass) and closest lipid phosphate group (centre-of-mass) using PLUMED v2.4 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref128]\]; (ii) membrane thickness as average distance from lower to upper-leaflet phosphorus atoms as per default settings of MEMBPLUGIN \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref129]\] within VMD \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref127]\]. For the ligand: (i) protein-ligand π--π stacking was calculated as function of distance between centre of mass of aromatic ring of F^45.52^ and adenine ring of adenosine or NECA (applied criteria for interaction: 3.5 Å); ii) "Hydrogen Bonds" function within VMD was used to analyse protein-ligand H-bond occupancies (applied criteria of donor-acceptor distance: 3.5 Å and 60° angle); (iii) ligand conformational change in terms of RMSD with respect to initial position; and (iv) ligand positional stability expressed in terms of root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) were made within VMD. Internal water molecule density was measured by the function "Volmap" within VMD using default options. Criteria for water-mediated interactions in the receptor were defined by two residues forming hydrogen bonds with the same water molecule or a pair of hydrogen bonded water molecules. All analytical plots were generated using Matplotlib version 3.0.0 \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref130]\].

Protein-Protein docking {#sec014}
-----------------------

As validation of receptor state, co-crystallized G~s~α protein (PDB entry: 6GDG) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\] was docked to the intracellular side of selected MD-generated A2aR conformations (as well as re-docked into the original fully active A2aR crystal structure as a control). The Rosetta online server (ROSIE) was used for protein-protein docking \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref107]\] with the following protocol: (i) receptor conformation taken from simulation of its respective MD simulation and superimposed over the active crystal structure of A2aR containing its G~s~α protein (PDB entry: 6GDG) \[[@pcbi.1007818.ref025]\], (ii) the original crystallized receptor removed from the complex, (iii) the structure of G~s~α moved 3.0 Å away from the MD-generated receptor conformation so that there are no steric clashes and clear space is apparent between both proteins, (iv) protein-protein docking is initiated. As ICL3 is long and potentially highly flexible, it was removed prior to protein-protein docking (during step iii) so as not to create unavoidable steric conflicts with G~s~α during docking (ROSIE is not able to move backbone of loops). However, all other loops and receptor structural elements were maintained.

Supporting information {#sec015}
======================

###### Details of the simulations.

This zip file contains a README document with data and software description as well as topology, scripts and input files within the corresponding generated folders.

(ZIP)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Docking of NECA in the inactive crystal structure of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR).

A\) Molecular structure of NECA. Comparison of B) co-crystallized NECA (lime) in agonist-bound A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 2YDV, light green), and C) docked NECA (magenta) in the inactive crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink). Selected residues participating in ligand binding are displayed. Extracellular loop (ECL) 2 and transmembrane (TM) helices 5--7 are labelled.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Structural comparison between A2aR intermediate and inactive crystal structures.

A\) structural superposition of the intermediate adenosine-bound crystal structure (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green) on the inactive-state crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink). B) Comparative positioning of residue L^3.43^ located on TM3 and rotameric state of W^6.48^ on TM6. C) Intracellular distance between residues R^3.50^ and Y^7.53^ on TM3 and TM7 (indicated by dashed lines) before/after receptor conformational change. D) Distance between residues R^3.50^ and Q^5.68^ (indicated by dashed lines). E) Partial separation of ionic-lock residues R^3.50^ and E^6.30^ on TM3 and TM6 (indicated by dashed lines). Relevant structural features are labelled: extracellular loops (ECL) 1, 2 and 3, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3, 5--7.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Structural comparison between A2aR active and inactive crystal structures.

A\) structural superposition of the active-state crystal structure (PDB entry: 6GDG, brown) on the inactive-state crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink). B) Proposed scheme of activation for A2aR, including rotation and upwards axial movement of TM3, outwards movement of TM5, rotation plus outward movement of TM6, and inwards movement of TM7. C) Comparative positioning of residue L^3.43^ located on TM3 and rotameric state of W^6.**48**^ on TM6. D) Intracellular conformational change of TM5 with increased separation (indicated by dashed lines) between residues R^3.50^ and Q^5.68^ after receptor activation. E) Intracellular comparison of distance between residues R^3.50^ and Y^**7.53**^ after receptor activation (indicated by dashed lines). F) Intracellular conformational change of TM6 and separation (indicated by dashed lines) of ionic-lock residues R^3.50^ and E^6.30^ after receptor activation. Relevant structural features are labelled: intracellular loop (ICL) 2, extracellular loops (ECL) 1, 2 and 3, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3, 5--7.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of conformational change of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2) in MD simulations of A2aR.

A\) RMSD of ECL2 from the starting inactive A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY). B) Vertical movement of ECL2 along Z-axis (containing residues: G142-A173). MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate, with or without bound adenosine (ADN) in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Conformational change of helix bundle of A2aR in MD simulations.

A\) RMSD of helices 1--7 from the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY) and B) with respect to the active crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 6GDG). MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate, with or without bound adenosine (ADN) in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### TM6 conformational change of A2aR in MD simulations.

A\) RMSD from the starting inactive A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY) and B) with respect to the active A2aR crystal structure (PDB entry: 6GDG). MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate, with or without bound adenosine (ADN) and in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of conformational change along TM3 during MD simulations of A2aR.

A\) RMSD of residue L3.43 on TM3 compared to the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY) and B) assessment of vertical movement of TM3 along Z-axis. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate with or without bound adenosine (ADN) and in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of rotameric conformational change of residue W6.48 on TM6.

A\) W246^6.48^ rotameric switch starting from *gauche*(-) (285°) (belonging to replica \#2 from 1.7 μs in APO embedded in DOPC, in magenta) to trans (180°) during MD simulation replica \#4 from 1.8 μs in DOPG with bound adenosine (in green). B) χ1 dihedral angle of residue W246^6.48^ over time. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate, with or without bound adenosine (ADN) in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of TM3-TM5 inter-helical distance in MD simulations of A2aR.

Distance between TM3-TM5 is measured between Cα atoms of R102^3.50^ and Q207^5.68^. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate, with or without bound adenosine (ADN) in DOPC or DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Alternative binding pose of adenosine in A2aR in DOPC membrane.

A\) Superposition of the intermediate crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green) and an MD-generated conformation achieved within a DOPC membrane bound to adenosine (in blue, belonging to replica \#1 at 1.9 μs) showing B) and C) ligand atoms as spheres and selected residues making protein-ligand interactions as sticks. Intracellular loop (ICL) 3, extracellular loop (ECL) 2, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3 and 5--7 are labelled.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of key protein-ligand interactions in MD simulations of adenosine-bound A2aR embedded in DOPC membrane.

A\) Left: distance of F^45.52^ with respect to ribose moiety of adenosine (ADN). Right: frequency (%) of protein-ligand π-π stacking (within range of 0.0 to 4.0 Å) over 2 μs. B) Evaluation of protein-ligand H-bond distances formed by residues: N253^6.55^, E169^45.53^, H278^7.43^, S277^7.42^ (N---O or O---O). C) Mean protein-ligand interactions (%) and protein-ligand H-bond occupancies per replica (%) for selected residues.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### MD simulation data of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) with or without bound adenosine (ADN) starting from the inactive receptor crystal structure (PDB id: 4EIY) in a POPC membrane.

Top row: RMSD and conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of bound adenosine ligand; second row: TM3-TM7 and ionic lock (TM3-TM6) inter-helical distances; third row: RMSD of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fourth row: RMSD compared to active crystal structure (PDB id: 6GDG) of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fifth row: χ1 dihedral angle of W246^6.48^ on TM6 starting from *gauche*(-) crystal position (285°), and vertical movement of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2); bottom row: vertical movement of TM3 and RMSD of ECL2. MD simulations are performed in duplicate in POPC homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Protein-lipid interaction between closest DOPG molecule and residue H2306.32 in MD simulations of A2aR with or without bound adenosine.

A\) Residues H230^6.32^ and K233^6.35^ on TM6 of A2aR in apo state (orange) and B) A2aR with bound adenosine (green) interacting with DOPG lipid (gold). Histidine-lipid interaction distances over time in four replicas of A2aR in DOPG membrane in C) apo state and D) adenosine-bound (ADN), respectively.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Intermediate conformation of the apo state of A2aR in a DOPG membrane.

A\) Comparison of the intermediate crystal structure of A2aR (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green) and an MD-generated apo conformation achieved within a DOPG membrane (in red, belonging to replica \#2 at 1.6 μs) showing B) and C) selected residues delineating the orthosteric pocket. Intracellular loop (ICL) 3, extracellular loop (ECL) 2, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3, 5--7 are labelled.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of key protein-ligand interactions in MD simulations of adenosine-bound A2aR embedded in DOPG membrane.

A\) Left: distance of F^45.52^ with respect to ribose moiety of adenosine (ADN). Right: frequency (%) of protein-ligand π-π stacking (within range of 0.0 to 4.0 Å) over 2 μs. B) Evaluation of protein-ligand H-bond distances formed by residues: N253^6.55^, E169^45.53^, H278^7.43^, S277^7.42^ (N---O or O---O). C) Mean protein-ligand interactions (%) and protein-ligand H-bond occupancies per replica (%) for selected residues.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### State-dependent water-mediated polar network across the ZM241385-bound and adenosine-bound A2aR crystal structures.

The water network retrieved from: A) the inactive crystal structure (PDB entry: 4EIY, pink) and B) the intermediate crystal structure (PDB entry: 2YDO, light green). Residues and ligands are shown as sticks and water molecules are shown as red spheres.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Alternative active-like conformational state of A2aR generated in an MD simulation with bound adenosine in a DOPG membrane.

A\) Comparison of an MD-generated conformation of A2aR bound to adenosine within a DOPG membrane (in green, belonging to replica \#4 at 1.8 μs) with the active crystal structure of A2aR (brown, PDB entry: 6GDG) showing B) and C) ligand atoms as spheres and residues making protein-ligand interactions as sticks. Intracellular loop (ICL) 3, extracellular loop (ECL) 2, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3, 5--7 are labelled.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of two active-like receptor conformations generated in MD simulations of A2aR with bound adenosine in a DOPG membrane.

A\) Comparison of an MD-generated conformation of A2aR bound to adenosine within DOPG belonging to replica \#2 (at 1.6 μs, green) with respect to replica \#4 (at 1.8 μs, olive green) showing B) and C) ligand atoms as spheres and residues making protein-ligand interactions as sticks. Intracellular loop (ICL) 3, extracellular loop (ECL) 2, and transmembrane (TM) helices 1--3, 5--7 are labelled.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### MD simulation data of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) with bound NECA starting from the inactive receptor crystal structure (PDB id: 4EIY) in a DOPC membrane.

Top row: RMSD and conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of bound NECA ligand; second row: TM3-TM7 and ionic lock (TM3-TM6) inter-helical distances; third row: RMSD of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fourth row: RMSD compared to active crystal structure (PDB id: 6GDG) of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fifth row: χ1 dihedral angle of W246^6.48^ on TM6 starting from *gauche*(-) crystal position (285°), and vertical movement of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2); bottom row: vertical movement of TM3 and RMSD of ECL2. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate in DOPC homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### MD simulation data of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) with bound NECA starting from the inactive receptor crystal structure (PDB id: 4EIY) in a DOPG membrane.

Top row: RMSD and conformational fluctuation (RMSF) of bound NECA ligand; second row: TM3-TM7 and ionic lock (TM3-TM6) inter-helical distances; third row: RMSD of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fourth row: RMSD compared to active crystal structure (PDB id: 6GDG) of whole TMD (TMs 1--7) or only TM6; fifth row: χ1 dihedral angle of W246^6.48^ on TM6 starting from *gauche*(-) crystal position (285°), and vertical movement of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2); bottom row: vertical movement of TM3 and RMSD of ECL2. MD simulations are performed in quadruplicate in DOPG homogeneous membranes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of key protein-ligand interactions in MD simulations of NECA-bound A2aR embedded in DOPC membrane.

A\) Left: distance of F^45.52^ with respect to ribose moiety of NECA. Right: frequency (%) of protein-ligand π-π stacking (within range of 0.0 to 4.0 Å) over 2 μs. B) Evaluation of protein-ligand H-bond distances formed by residues: N253^6.55^, E169^45.53^, H278^7.43^, S277^7.42^ (N---O or O---O). C) Mean protein-ligand interactions (%) and protein-ligand H-bond occupancies per replica (%) for selected residues.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Assessment of key protein-ligand interactions in MD simulations of NECA-bound A2aR embedded in DOPG membrane.

A\) Left: Distance of F^45.52^ with respect to ribose moiety of NECA. Right: frequency (%) of protein-ligand π-π stacking (within range of 0.0 to 4.0 Å) interaction over 2 μs. B) Evaluation of protein-ligand H-bond distances formed by residues: N253^6.55^, E169^45.53^, H278^7.43^, S277^7.42^ (N---O or O---O). C) Mean protein-ligand interactions (%) and protein-ligand H-bond occupancies per replica (%) for selected residues.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Protein-lipid allosteric interaction with the ionic-lock in MD simulations of NECA-bound A2aR in DOPG membrane.

A\) Electrostatic interaction between ionic-lock residue R102^3.50^ of A2aR (green) from an intracellular viewpoint and a DOPG lipid, which intrudes between TM6 and TM7 (snapshot belonging to replica \#1 at 1.7 μs). B) Protein-lipid interaction distance over time between R102^3.50^ sidechain and lipid phosphate group in four replicas of NECA-bound A2aR in DOPG membrane.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frequency distribution of receptor conformations formed during different MD simulations with and without bound adenosine in two different membranes (DOPC or DOPG) according to two different inter-helical distances.

A\) Population of receptor conformations according to distance between residues R^3.50^ and Y^7.53^ (TM3-TM7), and (B) between ionic lock residues R^3.50^ and E^6.30^ (TM3-TM6). Vertical black lines indicate values of inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY), intermediate (PDB entry: 2YDO) and active (PDB entry: 6GDG) crystal structures.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Frequency distribution of receptor conformations (according to two inter-helical distances) formed during MD simulations with bound NECA in two different membranes (DOPC or DOPG) or with/without bound adenosine in a POPC membrane.

First and second rows: population of receptor conformations according to distance between ^R3.50^ and ^Y7.53^ (TM3-TM7); third and fourth rows: according to distance between ionic lock residues ^R3.50^ and E^6.30^ (TM3-TM6). Vertical black lines indicate values of inactive (PDB entry: 4EIY), intermediate (PDB entry: 2YDO) and active (PDB entry: 6GDG) crystal structures.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Boxplots of receptor characteristics from MD simulations of adenosine A2a receptor (A2aR) in apo or with bound adenosine (ADN) or NECA in three different membranes.

Top row: inter-helical distances between: residues R^3.50^ and Y^7.53^ (TM3-TM7), and ionic lock residues R^3.50^ and E^6.30^ (TM3-TM6); bottom row: vertical movements of extracellular loop 2 (ECL2) and TM3, respectively. MD simulations in DOPG or DOPC were performed in quadruplicate. MD simulations in POPC were performed in duplicate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Adenosine A2a receptor crystal structures.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of A2aR crystal structure distances.

Comparison of TM3-TM6, TM3-TM5 and TM3-TM7 inter-helical distances in active, intermediate and inactive crystal states.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Evaluation of Gαs protein docking.

Comparison of best docking quality of Gα~s~ protein into inactive, intermediate and active crystals structures, and different MD-generated conformations of A2aR achieved under different conditions and performed in quadruplicate.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007818.r001
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Dear Dr. Giraldo,

Thank you very much for submitting your manuscript \"Insights into Adenosine A2A receptor activation through cooperative modulation of agonist and allosteric lipid interactions\" for consideration at PLOS Computational Biology.

As with all papers reviewed by the journal, your manuscript was reviewed by members of the editorial board and by several independent reviewers. In light of the reviews (below this email), we would like to invite the resubmission of a significantly-revised version that takes into account all the reviewers\' comments.

We cannot make any decision about publication until we have seen the revised manuscript and your response to the reviewers\' comments. Your revised manuscript is also likely to be sent to reviewers for further evaluation.

When you are ready to resubmit, please upload the following:

\[1\] A letter containing a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript. Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

\[2\] Two versions of the revised manuscript: one with either highlights or tracked changes denoting where the text has been changed; the other a clean version (uploaded as the manuscript file).

Important additional instructions are given below your reviewer comments.

Please prepare and submit your revised manuscript within 60 days. If you anticipate any delay, please let us know the expected resubmission date by replying to this email. Please note that revised manuscripts received after the 60-day due date may require evaluation and peer review similar to newly submitted manuscripts.

Thank you again for your submission. We hope that our editorial process has been constructive so far, and we welcome your feedback at any time. Please don\'t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or comments.

Sincerely,

Bert L. de Groot

Associate Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Arne Elofsson

Deputy Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: The manuscript \"Insights into adenosine A2A receptor activation through cooperative modulation of agonist and allosteric lipid interactions\" by Bruzzese et al. describes the lipid-dependent activation of the receptor. The authors have performed 2 microsecond atomistic MD simulations on 4 different systems: the apo and ligand bound inactive structure of the receptor in DOPC and DOPG bilayers, with 4 replicates for each system in consideration. Based on these simulations, the authors suggest that lipid effects and ligand binding affect receptor activation states. There have been several papers using simulations analyzing the A2A activation and the authors need to highlight salient features of their own work better. I have several comments that need to be taken into consideration to strengthen the manuscript.

1\. Is the entry of a DOPG molecule into the lumen of the receptor an artifact of the system setup and the micro-system with large electrostatic effects (charged lipids etc.)? Bilayers of only PG lipids are quite difficult to handle experimentally due to the large electrostatic repulsion between the lipids. The authors need to validate that this is not an artifact of their system set up and simulations. For instance what are the counter ions used? I would recommend using a PC/PG mixed bilayer to substantiate their findings.

2\. One major weak point that I see is that the lipid is suggested to act as an allosteric modulator, without showing specific (converged) binding sites and discussing allosteric communication pathways. Otherwise these could be simple non-specific \"environment effects\". Calling it an allosteric effect implies a specific allosteric binding and long-range communication pathways from that site to either ligand binding or G-protein coupling site. In this regard, the allosteric behavior would need to be more rigorously shown.

3\. Is DOPC is a correct membrane control ? The high fluidity and curvature of the system is perhaps not a good control of a\"generic membrane\". In fact the authors at one point write that it can be compared to POPC, a true \"representative\" lipid. This statement should be modified and the authors to justify the use of DOPC/DOPG.

4\. I would suggest that in addition to presenting the results as time evolution (of the distances), they are represented as population distributions to have a better understanding the contribution of different conformational states.

5\. The authors have extensively used RMSDs as their major indicator to identify conformational states at the start of the paper. I suggest authors use other collective variables (such as what they have calculated later, ionic lock, TM6-TM2 distance etc.) to this more robust.

6\. Statistical and sampling errors needs to be presented for all plots.

7\. There are a large number of papers that have identified cholesterol binding sites on this receptor. Since cholesterol is an important constituent of the membrane where the receptor resides, the authors should discuss their results in the context of cholesterol binding. If specific cholesterol binding sites are that critical for the receptor, wouldn\'t these results be misleading? Perhaps a mixed bilayer (with cholesterol) be more relevant. In the absence of such simulations, the authors need to discuss these points better. There have been reports of cholesterol in the receptor lumen for this receptor. Does it replace DOPG in the lumen or is it cooperative binding?

8\. The authors need to provide more details on the MD parameters used: pressure coupling, temperature coupling, handling of electrostatics etc. for completeness. If there are word restrictions, perhaps the details can be provided in the Supplementary.

9\. A homogeneous negatively charged bilayer would introduce electrostatic artifacts in the system and could largely affect the protein behavior. How is this taken care of - since the system does not appear to have neutralizing counter-ions added. Similarly, where are these lipids actually located in the bilayer- which leaflet of the bilayer. In this regard, are the results consistent with the known lipid abundance?

10\. Line 220 : "Moreover, the distance between TM3 and TM7 is decreased, most noticeably between intracellular residues R1023.50 and Y2887.53, while the distance between TM3 and TM5 is increased, exemplified by residues R1023.50 and Q2075.68 (S1C-E Fig) (S2D-F Fig) (S1 Table)."

\>\> The sentence could be better discussed with the actual values of these distance to understand the magnitude of change in the distances.

\>\> typo in the table reference. It should be SI Table 2.

\>\> please check the consistency of the BW numbering as a superscript throughout the manuscript and for figure legends too.

11\. Line 223 : "The main difference between intermediate and active crystal structures can be observed in the distance between TM3 and TM6 and intracellular ionic-lock residues R1023.50 and E2286.30, respectively."

\>\> all these observations seem qualitative, referring to the actual value of the distance while describing in the results would be helpful.

12\. Line 225 : "Both crystals have TM6 oriented outwards compared with the inactive crystal structure. However, TM3- TM6 distance reaches 18.5 Å in the active, but only 9.9 Å in the intermediate crystal 228 structure (S1E and S2F Fig) (S2 Table)"

\>\> It's 18.3Å, as mentioned in the table by authors - I guess 0.2Å makes a difference? Or put it as approx.

\>\> Please refer to the table in the SI consistently: Table SI 2

13\. Line 244 : "Over the course of these replicas, ECL2 continues to fluctuate up to a maximum of 8.6 Å and 10.9 Å RMSD, respectively (S3A Fig)."

\>\> It appears that except for DOPC-apo simulations (replicate \#2 and \#3 ), all others - even for DOPG are comparable, indicating there is no difference in simulations with different bilayers.

Why do you think that is? Is it possible it is not well equilibrated? or converged ? Statistical significance should be provided.

14\. Line 247 : "However, in other replicas, ECL2 shows less conformational change (average RMSD across replicas \#1 and \#4 of 2.4 Å ±0.7 S.D.)" (Figure S3A)

\>\> In figure S3B, there appears to be no line corresponding to the active crystal structure. Could the authors clarify?

15\. Line 248 : Despite these conformational fluctuations of ECL2, little conformational change is observed in the receptor as a whole across all four replicas with an average RMSD of 2.5 Å ±0.6 S.D. (S4A Fig) or in key helices such as TM3 (average Z-axis displacement of 0.2 Å ±0.6 S.D., Fig 3G)

\>\> \>\> Here I feel, inclusion of Helix 8 is not necessary since TM helices are the main hub of structural changes. Also, helix 8 is a membrane associated helix and not TM helix.

\>\> In case of Figure S4A and S4B, RMSDs in A) panel are higher than that of the panel B). Does this indicate the structures are more similar to active crystal structure than the inactive in both the bilayers? This needs to be discussed.

16\. Line 265 : "Despite some of these observed differences, TM7 regularly revisits its inactive crystal conformation across all four replicas, suggesting this state is at least meta-stable and in line with the receptor remaining inactive (Fig 3A, D)"

\>\> A population analysis of this distance variation might represent the results better and actually show the increased presence of this conformation in the total ensemble sampled.

\>\> Also refer to figure 11

17\. Line 286 : "In replicas \#3 and \#4, adenosine achieves a stable binding mode in the orthosteric pocket between helices TM3, TM6 and TM7, which is consistent with its crystallized pose in the A2aR intermediate crystal structure \[93\]."

\>\> Please refer to S10 here

18\. Line 289 : "At the same time, N2536.55 forms a stable protein-ligand H-bond with average occupancy of 95.0% (±5.4 S.D.)"

\>\> Please clarify the residue number N6.55 or 6.33 and check S13 legend and figure.

19\. Please label the helices in Figure 6. Are the thickness plots averages over one set or 4 replicates ?

20.Line 323 : "Regarding key protein-ligand interactions, N2536.33 located on TM6 and S2777.42 324 and H2787.43 located on TM7 make H-bonds with adenosine with average occupancies of 92.1% (±7.0 S.D.), 49.5% (±25.2 S.D.) and 62.9% (±16.1 S.D.) (S9B Fig)"

\>\> It should be Figure S9C not S9B

\>\> also please provide error bars on the plot

21\. Line 332 : "This precedes the gradual separation of the intracellular end of TM6 away from TM3 by a maximum of 5.1 Å, which starts at a distance of 8.3 Å and increases up to 13.4 Å within 0.7 μs of the same three replicas (Fig 4 G)."

\>\> How do we know this isn't a one off event ? Could the authors comment on the statistical significance?

22\. "Our MD simulations suggest that ECL2 is likely to be more stabilized in a higher position in a DOPG environment rather than in DOPC, which appears to assist conformational change in TM3 as well as enhancing the stability of bound adenosine. On a speculative level, this influence of lipids on ECL2 may provide a structural explanation for the observation that GPCRs exhibit different ligand efficacies in different cell lines \[108, 110\]"

\>\> Why is ECL2 stabilized in a higher position? If there a DOPG lipid binding at that site? Or are there long-range effects. This appears to be a central part of the paper and needs to be discussed better.

23\. Regarding the lipid interactions - I feel that a better characterization is required. Is the lipid always there? Are there other lipid binding sites?

24\. Line 491 : "In addition, adenosine-bound A2aR in DOPG displays the same four protein-lipid allosteric interaction hot-spots as seen with the apo state in DOPG: at TM1- H8, TM3-4, TM5 and TM6 (Fig 6, S11 Fig)."

\>\> In Figure S11, do the the snapshots belong to apo-state or ligand bound state? Could the authors update the figure legend?

25\. Line 776 : "Interestingly, when comparing A2aR activation with that of CB1 \[53\], it is striking that activation of the latter proceeds more consistently and in different membrane types. This This may be a feature of the type of agonist used in each study, for example a smaller and potentially weaker endogenous agonist here in A2aR, and a larger potentially stronger synthetic agonist in CB1".

\>\> If this statement is considered, then the lipid induced effect observed here may not be a universal phenomenon for this receptor. In that case, the title of the paper should explicitly mention the use of adenosine (natural agonist) as an agonist for the study.

Reviewer \#2: In this manuscript, Bruzzese at all., performed MD simulations of the A2A receptor inactive conformation in adenosine-bound and apo forms in DOPG and DOPC and observed transition to intermediate active receptor conformations in DOPC bound to adenosine and DOPG in apo and adenosine-bound forms. In the case of the adenosine-bound receptor form in DOPG they got a conformation that binds the Gs protein in docking studies. They showed that DOPG has positive allosteric effects into active conformation transition. The study is built on the available crystal structures of A2A receptors in inactive, active and intermediate conformations and uses a number of characteristic structural features of the receptor active state to monitor conformational changes. The manuscript is clearly written and the claims are convincingly supported. The work is recommended for publication after addressing the following comments:

1\. The quality of the images in the main text is really poor, please check.

2\. Page 17, line 353 'are these' should be corrected. This manuscript would benefit from review by a professional editing service.

3\. Figure 6. Good to label helices to link with the discussed text on page 19-20.

4\. Page 28-29, units should be provided for interface docking score.

5\. Figure S1, S2. Dashed lines are shown to indicate the distances but the values are not shown. It is hard to appreciate the differences in distances.

6\. Figure 11S should be in the text.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Computational Biology* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).
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[Figure Files:]{.ul}

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, [[https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com](https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/)]{.ul}. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at [<figures@plos.org>]{.ul}.

[Data Requirements:]{.ul}

Please note that, as a condition of publication, PLOS\' data policy requires that you make available all data used to draw the conclusions outlined in your manuscript. Data must be deposited in an appropriate repository, included within the body of the manuscript, or uploaded as supporting information. This includes all numerical values that were used to generate graphs, histograms etc.. For an example in PLOS Biology see here: <http://www.plosbiology.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pbio.1001908#s5>.

[Reproducibility:]{.ul}

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, PLOS recommends that you deposit laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions, please see [[http://journals.plos.org/compbiol/s/submission-guidelines\#loc-materials-and-methods](http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/submission-guidelines)]{.ul}
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